**Abbreviations:** CLA, conjugated linoleic acid; EI, energy intake; HDL-C, HDL-cholesterol; IP-TFA, industrially produced *trans*-fatty acids; LDL-C, LDL-cholesterol; PLS, partial least-squares; R-TFA, ruminant *trans*-fatty acids; total R-18 : 1*t*, total ruminant-*trans*-18 : 1; TC, total cholesterol; TFA, *trans*-fatty acids

Since the 1990s, *trans*-fatty acids (TFA) have been linked to harmful effects, as they induce not only an increase in LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C) concentration but also a decrease in HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) concentration^(^ [@ref1] ^)^. Besides detrimental health implications on lipid metabolism, they also have a plethora of other undesirable cardiometabolic effects including pro-inflammatory effects and endothelial dysfunction. The generic term of TFA represents two independent dietary sources, i.e. an industrial one (industrially produced *trans*-fatty acids; IP-TFA) and a natural counterpart (ruminant *trans*-fatty acids; R-TFA). In 1993, Willet *et al.* ^(^ [@ref2] ^)^ underlined the difference in the impact of both dietary sources in the Nurses' Health Study, but the first intervention studies were only published in 2008^(^ [@ref3] ^,^ [@ref4] ^)^.

IP-TFA and R-TFA differ greatly in their isomer distribution (i.e. the relative distribution of the position of the *trans* double bond along the carbon chain) as well as in their prevalence in food sources. R-TFA are generally present in food at low levels (up to 8 % of total fatty acids in milk fat), whereas IP-TFA may reach up to 61 % of total fatty acids in pastries and shortenings^(^ [@ref5] ^)^. In the past decade, the quantities of IP-TFA have been dramatically reduced in numerous food products, but they remain present according to specific recipes or dietary habits^(^ [@ref5] ^)^.

Several well-conducted studies in animal models have suggested that R-TFA and IP-TFA have different impacts on CVD risk markers. Most of them have not supported the adverse effects of R-TFA on atherosclerosis and risk factors of CVD. For example, two different studies from Wang *et al.* ^(^ [@ref6] ^,^ [@ref7] ^)^ carried out in a rodent model of dyslipidaemia (JCR:LA-cp rats) showed either neutral or beneficial effects of a vaccenic acid-supplemented diet on the plasma concentrations of total cholesterol (TC), LDL-C and fasting and postprandial TAG. A considerable amount of other studies conducted in animal models focused on the investigation of the effect of dietary conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) supplementation, either a mixture of isomers or specific ruminant CLA (*c*9, *t*11-CLA). When fed with diets rich in *c*9, *t*11-CLA, animals showed an improved lipoprotein profile and/or reduced lesion development, suggesting a beneficial effect of the ruminant CLA isomer on atherosclerosis^(^ [@ref8] ^,^ [@ref9] ^)^. Very few clinical trials have studied the effects of R-TFA on the risk factors of CVD, and they have reported conflicting results. A highly controlled study by Tholstrup *et al.* ^(^ [@ref10] ^)^ investigated the effect of R-TFA-enriched butter intake on lipid and lipoprotein profiles. They showed a decrease in TC and HDL-C concentrations, but no changes in plasma LDL-C concentration and the TC:HDL-C ratio compared with the control. Chardigny *et al.* ^(^ [@ref3] ^)^ found that in women, an R-TFA diet increased the concentrations of LDL-C and HDL-C compared with a diet supplemented with IP-TFA. As a result, there was no significant modification in the diagnostic ratios of TC:HDL-C and of apoA1:apoB. Motard-Bélanger *et al.* ^(^ [@ref4] ^)^ investigated the effects of R-TFA at various doses. They showed that a moderate R-TFA intake had no impact on the plasma concentrations of either LDL-C or HDL-C, or on the ratio of TC:HDL-C. They also showed that a high R-TFA intake significantly reduced the concentrations of HDL-C and increased the concentrations of TC and LDL-C, and the ratio of TC:HDL-C. Similar results were obtained when computing the ratio of LDL-C:HDL-C. A recent study by Lacroix *et al.* ^(^ [@ref11] ^)^ reported no significant effect of an R-TFA diet on the concentrations of TC and LDL-C compared with a control diet. However, they reported that an increase in R-TFA intake may slightly lower the concentrations of HDL-C. Such results suggest that a diet rich in R-TFA may influence the changes in the concentrations of HDL-C, which emphasises the importance of considering the lipid ratios of TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C as the surrogates of CVD risk in dietary studies. The independent relevance of HDL-C in the assessment of cardiovascular-related mortality has been demonstrated, and it is now established that the effects of dietary fat on the TC:HDL-C ratio may differ from their effects on LDL-C concentrations^(^ [@ref12] ^)^.

Previous epidemiological studies have demonstrated the lack of any adverse effect of R-TFA intake on the risk of CHD^(^ [@ref2] ^,^ [@ref13] ^)^, supported by the data of a meta-analysis of cohort studies reported by Bendsen *et al.* ^(^ [@ref14] ^)^. A recent prospective study has confirmed the adverse effects of IP-TFA intake on cardiovascular health, whereas the negative impact of R-TFA intake on cardiovascular health has been found to be no longer significant after additional adjustment^(^ [@ref15] ^)^. However, these published prospective cohort studies can be susceptible to residual confounding factors such as difficulties in assessing dietary intakes.

The latest review from the literature has shown evidence that further research is needed on the specific effects of R-TFA on the risk of CVD^(^ [@ref16] ^)^. One major question that remains unclear is whether the lack of any effect of R-TFA is a result of the small amount of their intake. It could also be argued that a threshold may exist and a low intake of R-TFA may even have beneficial effects. Hansen *et al.* ^(^ [@ref17] ^)^ recently demonstrated an inverse association between lower intakes of R-TFA and change in body weight.

To achieve a more exhaustive estimation of the effects of R-TFA intake, we first performed a systematic review. We then analysed the data from thirteen randomised clinical trials to quantify the relationship between the dose of R-TFA and the change in the ratios of TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C in healthy adults.

Methods {#sec1}
=======

Study selection {#sec1-1}
---------------

A systematic literature search was conducted on studies published between January 1975 and December 2011, using the following search terms on the PubMed and Scopus databases, respectively: (('Fatty Acids/blood' OR 'Cholesterol/blood' OR 'Lipoproteins/blood') AND ('Dairy Products' OR 'Trans Fatty Acids' OR 'Linoleic Acids, Conjugated')) and: (('fatty acids') OR cholesterol OR lipoproteins) AND (('dairy products') OR ('trans fatty acids') OR ('linoleic acids, conjugated')) AND ((clinical trial) OR (controlled study)). An updated secondary search was conducted on studies published up until December 2013. The search strategy had language (English) and study design (clinical trial, randomised controlled trial) restrictions. We also limited our search to studies conducted in adults. The following inclusion criteria were established: healthy volunteers; dairy products as the primary source of fat in the experimental diets; clear reporting and documentation of the amounts of R-TFA consumed; nil or negligible amounts of IP-TFA in the diet; feeding period \>3 weeks; availability of data on blood lipids. The selection process was conducted by two investigators (C. G.-B. and J.-M. C.).

Data extraction and classification {#sec1-2}
----------------------------------

From each study, we extracted quantitative data that were adjusted according to the measurement unit, and all the relevant information on (1) study characteristics such as first author, year of publication, study design and country of origin, (2) subject characteristics such as name of the group (group name), sample size (*n*), sex, age and BMI, (3) lipid and lipoprotein blood concentrations at baseline and at the end of the intervention period such as TC, LDL-C, HDL-C, TAG in mmol/l, and (4) diet characteristics including total energy intake (EI) in MJ, daily energy from carbohydrate (CARB), protein (PROT) and fat (FAT) in percentage of EI, fatty acid composition of experimental diets in percentage of EI, such as SFA, MUFA, PUFA, total R-TFA, total R-*trans*-18 : 1 (total R-18 : 1*t*), vaccenic acid (*trans*-11 18 : 1), rumenic acid (*cis*-9, *trans*-11 18 : 2) and total CLA. Where such data were not provided, requests were made to investigators. When data were available, they were separated by sex. Where studies provided data for two or more R-TFA-treated groups, they were included as separate and independent estimates in the analysis.

Determination of ruminant `trans`-fatty acid intake {#sec1-3}
---------------------------------------------------

For the purpose of the codex guidelines on nutrition labelling and other codex-related standards and guidelines, TFA (IP-TFA or R-TFA) are defined as all the geometrical isomers of MUFA and PUFA having non-conjugated, carbon--carbon double bonds in the *trans* configuration^(^ [@ref18] ^)^. With regard to dairy fat composition, it has been reported that total R-18 : 1*t* represents approximately 80 % of the total R-TFA^(^ [@ref19] ^)^, and most trials have evaluated the effects of 18 : 1 TFA. Therefore, in the present study, we used R-18 : 1*t* data to estimate whether intake levels of R-TFA would be associated with a change in the ratios of TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C. When R-18 : 1*t* data were not available^(^ [@ref20] ^)^, the amounts of total R-18 : 1*t* in the diet were assessed based on the total R-TFA intake data.

Definition of study outcomes {#sec1-4}
----------------------------

Prior studies have shown that the ratio of TC:HDL-C is twice as informative of the individual risk of cardiovascular death as TC or LDL-C concentration^(^ [@ref21] ^)^. The TC:HDL-C ratio reflects changes in both LDL and HDL concentrations, and differences in this ratio within and among populations are predominantly due to lifestyle factors such as diet, obesity and physical activity^(^ [@ref21] ^)^. To date, the ratio of TC:HDL-C is probably the most robust lipid metric to estimate lifestyle factor-related CVD risk. However, the ratio of LDL-C:HDL-C is an indicator commonly used to estimate the risk of CVD. In our approach, each group of subjects acted as their own control. Thus, based on the extracted data, changes in the ratios of both TC:HDL-C (Δ~TC:HDL-C~) and LDL-C:HDL-C (Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~) between the end of the intervention and baseline were calculated. For the sake of uniformity, we recalculated Δ~TC:HDL-C~ and Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~ from mean TC, LDL-C and HDL-C levels for all studies. Standard deviations of change from the baseline to the endpoint were extracted when provided, and imputed for the article with missing standard deviations by using the method referenced in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions^(^ [@ref22] ^)^.

Statistical analysis {#sec1-5}
--------------------

To test whether there is a linear relationship between the total R-18 : 1*t* intake levels and Δ~TC:HDL-C~ or Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~, we used the univariate random-effects meta-regression approach^(^ [@ref23] ^)^. To consider both within-trial variances of treatment effect and the residual between-trial heterogeneity, we used weighted least-squares regressions. The weighting factor was defined as 1/(σ^2^+τ^2^), where σ^2^ is the variance within a study and τ^2^ is the variance between studies.

To explore environmental factors that might influence the changes in the ratios of TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C next to R-18 : 1*t* intake (such as subject and study characteristics), two backward stepwise partial least-squares (PLS) regressions were implemented.

The independent variables of each model were as follows: TC; HDL-C; LDL-C; TAG; age; BMI (baseline values); SFA; MUFA; PUFA; CARB; FAT; PROT; total R-18 : 1*t*; EI (values related to the intervention diet). Sex as an independent variable was not included because of a lack of data (six among the twenty-three experimental groups were mixed). Compared with classical multivariate regression, PLS regression enabled correlated variables and observations containing missing data^(^ [@ref3] ^)^ to be taken into account. PLS regression also took into account the fact that we had an important number of independent variables (fourteen variables). The results of PLS regression using the selected independent variables were extracted for each model (*R* ^2^, parameter coefficients of the final model and CI). Statistical analyses were performed using R software (metafor package; R Core Team), SAS statistical software (version 9.2; SAS Institute) and Simca-P+ software (version 12.0.1; Umetrics). The significance level was set at the 5 % level.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Study selection and data extracted {#sec2-1}
----------------------------------

The initial search allowed us to identify 1313 studies (371 and 942 from the PubMed and Scopus databases, respectively), of which twelve were selected as appropriate for inclusion in the present meta-analysis^(^ [@ref3] ^,^ [@ref4] ^,^ [@ref10] ^,^ [@ref20] ^,^ [@ref24] ^--^ [@ref31] ^)^. In addition, one recently published study^(^ [@ref11] ^)^ was included after the selection process. Altogether, the thirteen trials that met our criteria yielded twenty-three experimental groups of subjects included as independent data points in the present meta-analysis. We included all the groups of subjects when found to be eligible with respect to the criteria of selection, although the first goal of the clinical trial they were part of was not to assess specifically the effect of R-TFA^(^ [@ref20] ^,^ [@ref29] ^,^ [@ref30] ^)^. Data were derived from 666 volunteers. The trial flow is summarised in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Flow chart for the selection of eligible studies. LDL-C, LDL-cholesterol; HDL-C, HDL-cholesterol.

The data extracted from the thirteen studies included in the present meta-regression are shown in [Tables 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}. All the participants were healthy. The mean baseline BMI ranged from 21·1 to 31·2 kg/m^2^. Of the thirteen trials, seven enrolled participants with a normal body weight and six included overweight or obese subjects. The mean baseline TC:HDL-C ratio varied from 2·46 to 5·63 mmol/l. We confirmed homogeneity between the TC:HDL-C values at baseline among the studies using the metafor package (data not shown). The total EI varied from 7·9 to 14 MJ/d and the duration of the intervention lasted from 3 to 7 weeks. The intake of total R-18 : 1*t* varied quite extensively between the studies, ranging from 0·12 to 4·19 % daily EI ([Table 3](#tab3){ref-type="table"}). The fat in the intervention diets was mainly dairy fat, resulting in R-TFA as the only source of TFA ingested during the experimental period. Studies were conducted in Europe (*n* 7), Canada (*n* 4) and in the USA (*n* 2). To assess study quality, we used the Jadad score, which showed that only two of the thirteen studies were defined as poor quality (Jadad score \< 3) (see online supplementary Table S1).Table 1Composition of the intervention diets, including doses of ruminant-18 : 1 *trans*-fatty acids for the twenty-three experimental groups of subjects, derived from the thirteen eligible randomised clinical trialsStudy identificationExperimental group[\*](#tab1-fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}Total R-18 : 1*t* (% EI)Total EI (MJ)Total fat (% EI)Carbohydrate (% EI)Protein (% EI)SFA (% EI)PUFA (% EI)MUFA (% EI)Wood^(^ [@ref29] ^)^ (1993)Butter2·001139·345·115·721·54·112·0Almendingen^(^ [@ref31] ^)^ (1995)Butter0·501034·849·815·415·75·99·1Aro^(^ [@ref30] ^)^ (1997)Run-in0·8010·832·252·014·813·83·412·2Run-in0·8010·832·252·014·813·83·412·2Tholstrup^(^ [@ref24] ^)^ (1998)Danish milk0·1214[†](#tab1-fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}41·549·211·326·05·58·1Milk fat1·6614[†](#tab1-fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}40·547·711·620·34·812·3Lichtenstein^(^ [@ref20] ^)^ (2003)Butter1·0011·7[†](#tab1-fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}29·153·916·916·72·48·0Butter1·008·8[†](#tab1-fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}29·153·916·916·72·48·0Biong^(^ [@ref26] ^)^ (2004)Cheese0·688·526·248·525·315·22·67·2Desroches^(^ [@ref28] ^)^ (2005)Control0·2512·340·946·415·319·27·910·6CLA1·6912·340·946·415·319·28·010·6Tholstrup^(^ [@ref10] ^)^ (2006)Control0·3213·741·844·99·824·43·69·6Vaccenic acid2·1412·744·642·19·422·53·814·9Tricon^(^ [@ref27] ^)^ (2006)Control0·2710·737·945·316·812·55·19·1CLA2·1011·438·145·416·511·34·08·0Chardigny^(^ [@ref3] ^)^ (2008)R-TFA4·199·036·046·015·016·1NANAR-TFA4·197·940·045·015·017·9NANAMotard-Bélanger^(^ [@ref4] ^)^ (2008)Moderate1·4513·637·449·714·017·94·311·7High3·5013·538·148·814·019·03·49·9Malpuech-Brugère^(^ [@ref25] ^)^ (2010)L00·618·837·747·414·921·33·611·8L40·878·638·744·915·419·93·914·0L92·428·438·846·714·518·15·214·3Lacroix^(^ [@ref11] ^)^ (2012)R-TFA1·409·533·054·315·010·35·812·8[^1][^2][^3] Table 2Mean baseline characteristics of the twenty-three groups of subjects included in the meta-analysisStudy identificationExperimental group[\*](#tab2-fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}Baseline TAG (mmol)Baseline TC (mmol)Baseline LDL-C (mmol)Baseline HDL-C (mmol)Age (years)BMI (kg/m^2^)Wood^(^ [@ref29] ^)^ (1993)Butter1·245·233·601·174225·1Almendingen^(^ [@ref31] ^)^ (1995)Butter1·605·353·581·092826·0Aro^(^ [@ref30] ^)^ (1997)Run-in1·075·42[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}3·13[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}1·60[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}29[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}22·9[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}Run-in1·015·29[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}3·20[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}1·46[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}29[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}22·9[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}Tholstrup^(^ [@ref24] ^)^ (1998)Danish milk0·854·012·671·152524·0Milk fat0·854·012·671·152524·0Lichtenstein^(^ [@ref20] ^)^ (2003)Butter1·566·144·331·096028·1Butter1·796·554·331·376726·6Biong^(^ [@ref26] ^)^ (2004)Cheese1·075·55[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}3·61[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}1·47[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}31·5[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}27·0[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}Desroches^(^ [@ref28] ^)^ (2005)Control1·754·853·171·0636·631·2CLA1·564·763·111·1136·631·2Tholstrup^(^ [@ref10] ^)^ (2006)Control0·894·872·671·5426·122·5Vaccenic acid0·884·022·671·3225·223Tricon^(^ [@ref27] ^)^ (2006)Control1·094·502·931·0945·525·0CLA1·104·462·901·1045·525·0Chardigny^(^ [@ref3] ^)^ (2008)R-TFA0·884·382·381·6027·722·9R-TFA0·935·072·582·0627·521·1Motard-Bélanger^(^ [@ref4] ^)^ (2008)Moderate1·144·322·561·2532·823·6High1·144·322·561·2532·823·6Malpuech-Brugère^(^ [@ref25] ^)^ (2010)L00·854·42[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}2·34[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}1·69[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}26[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}21·7[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}L41·084·88[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}2·46[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}1·76[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}25[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}22·0[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}L90·824·52[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}2·35[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}1·62[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}28[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}21·9[†](#tab2-fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}Lacroix^(^ [@ref11] ^)^ (2012)R-TFA1·045·112·841·7838·123·6[^4][^5][^6] Table 3Mean values of post- *v*. pre-diet changes in both ratios of total cholesterol (TC):HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) and LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C):HDL-C *v*. doses of ruminant-18 : 1 *trans*-fatty acids in the diet for the twenty-three experimental groups of subjectsStudy identificationExperimental group[\*](#tab3-fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}Total R-18 : 1*t* (% EI)Total R-18 : 1*t* (g/d)TC:HDL-C changeLDL-C:HDL-C changeWood^(^ [@ref29] ^)^ (1993)Butter2·005·840·010·02Almendingen^(^ [@ref31] ^)^ (1995)Butter0·501·330·160·35Aro^(^ [@ref30] ^)^ (1997)Run-in0·802·290·140·04Run-in0·802·290·370·27Tholstrup^(^ [@ref24] ^)^ (1998)Danish milk0·120·440·100·09Milk fat1·666·180·260·18Lichtenstein^(^ [@ref20] ^)^ (2003)Butter1·003·10·570·43Butter1·002·350·280·36Biong^(^ [@ref26] ^)^ (2004)Cheese0·681·530·100·11Desroches^(^ [@ref28] ^)^ (2005)Control0·250·83− 0·41− 0·19CLA1·695·52− 0·020·08Tholstrup^(^ [@ref10] ^)^ (2006)Control0·321·170·270·29Vaccenic acid2·147·540·240·19Tricon^(^ [@ref27] ^)^ (2006)Control0·270·78− 0·03− 0·03CLA2·106·340·180·09Chardigny^(^ [@ref3] ^)^ (2008)R-TFA4·1910·030·070·03R-TFA4·198·820·100·07Motard-Bélanger^(^ [@ref4] ^)^ (2008)Moderate1·455·40·230·47High3·5013·210·570·79Malpuech-Brugère^(^ [@ref25] ^)^ (2010)L00·611·420·050·05L40·871·98− 0·120·00L92·425·380·020·11Lacroix^(^ [@ref11] ^)^ (2012)R-TFA1·403·540·310·30[^7][^8]

Relationship between the doses of total ruminant-`trans`-18 : 1 and changes in the ratio of total cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol (Δ~TC:HDL-C~) or changes in the ratio of LDL-cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol (Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~) {#sec2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The univariate meta-regression analysis showed no significant association between the doses of total R-18 : 1*t* and either Δ~TC:HDL-C~ or Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~. The slopes of both meta-regressions were not significantly different from 0 (*P*= 0·72, CI − 0·1064, 0·0737 and *P*= 0·77, CI − 0·1154, 0·1547, respectively). The intercept of both meta-regressions was positive but not significantly different from 0 ([Fig. 2(a) and (b)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Using the case diagnostics of the metafor package, three among the twenty-three groups of subjects were detected as most influential on the results. To address whether these three data points generated most of the effect, we performed the analysis after exclusion of these study groups. The final result was not affected (data not shown). Finally, funnel plots assessing potential publication bias suggested the absence of literature publication bias for both outcomes (see online supplementary Fig. S1(A) and (B)).Fig. 2Univariate random-effects meta-regression analysis. Mean changes in the lipid ratios of total cholesterol (TC):HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) (a) and LDL-cholesterol (LDL-C):HDL-C (b) are plotted against doses of ruminant-18 : 1 *trans*-fatty acids (R-18:1*t*; percentage of daily energy intake (% EI)) in the diet. The area of each circle is inversely proportional to the variance of the mean change in the ratios.

Exploration of potential modifiers influencing changes in the ratio of total cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol (Δ~TC:HDL-C~) or changes in the ratio of LDL-cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol (Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~) {#sec2-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The backward stepwise PLS multivariate regression was further used to explore the confounding factors that might influence the changes in the ratio of TC:HDL-C. The variable of interest total R-18 : 1*t* was eliminated along with the following other variables, from the less to the most important: TC; HDL-C; SFA; LDL-C; MUFA; TAG; age; BMI; FAT; PROT; EI; total R-18 : 1*t*. The remaining significant independent variables were CARB and PUFA for both response variables Δ~TC:HDL-C~ and Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~.

The quality of adjustment of the final model was *R* ^2^ 0·48 for the response variable Δ~TC:HDL-C~ and *R* ^2^ 0·31 for the response variable Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~. For both response variables, the coefficients of the independent variables CARB and PUFA were positive and negative, respectively, suggesting that CARB and PUFA contributed, respectively, to an increase and a decrease in both Δ~TC:HDL-C~ and Δ~LDL-C:HDL-C~ variables.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

The impact of dietary TFA on cardiovascular risk factors has been under debate since the Mensink & Katan^(^ [@ref1] ^)^ report published in 1990. While the deleterious effect of the intake of IP-TFA is unanimously accepted, the question remains unclear regarding the intake of R-TFA. The consumption of IP-TFA in animal models has been shown to induce pro-inflammatory responses, hepatic steatosis and atherogenic lipoprotein profiles^(^ [@ref32] ^,^ [@ref33] ^)^. On the contrary, consistent data from the literature suggest that vaccenic acid may limit inflammation in obese and dyslipidaemic JCR:LA-cp rats^(^ [@ref34] ^)^ and substantially improve atherogenic lipid profiles^(^ [@ref7] ^)^.

The results obtained from intervention studies have been difficult to interpret and thus from which to draw a definitive conclusion. Inconsistencies in human data may be due to a lack of statistical power, or to differences either in the type of subjects who have been studied and/or in the doses of TFA used and/or the control diets. Also, with regard to the various sources of TFA supplementation, other components from the dairy matrix may influence such R-TFA effects. The literature suggests that the unique combination of nutrients and bioactive components may be responsible for the neutral/beneficial impact on CVD health.

The current main hypothesis argues that the null association of R-TFA with CVD or CHD risk may be due to the low level of R-TFA commonly consumed^(^ [@ref14] ^,^ [@ref35] ^)^. The present meta-regression analysis aims to shed light on this specific point, by increasing statistical power and enhancing the precision of estimates across multiple modest-size trials.

We extracted all the available data from the scientific literature, dealing with the dose of R-TFA and blood lipid indicators such as LDL-C and HDL-C concentrations in randomised intervention trials. This implies high-controlled studies, especially in terms of dietary intakes. In the statistical analysis, we considered the major confounders with respect to the group and the diet, including specific subclasses of dietary fat composition such as saturated, monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats.

The present results showed that R-TFA intake levels up to 4·19 % EI, have no significant impact on the change in the ratios of either TC:HDL-C or LDL-C:HDL-C. The adjustment for multiple variables confirmed our findings.

Food and health authorities from various countries have estimated an R-TFA daily intake ranging from 0·5 to 1 % EI^(^ [@ref36] ^,^ [@ref37] ^)^. Previously, Jakobsen *et al.* ^(^ [@ref38] ^)^ reported similar data among the European Danish population, which is considered as a representative of a wide range of consumers (1 % EI at the 90th percentile). The present meta-regression analysis included trials with high R-TFA intake levels, reaching up to 4·19 % EI, which could be considered as the non-observable adverse effects level. We also included trials in which low levels of R-TFA intake were tested. Recent literature has pointed to the beneficial effect of R-TFA at low intake levels compared with no effect at higher intake levels. The authors showed an inverse association between the intake of R-TFA and the change in body weight with a plateau above an R-TFA intake of 0·4 % EI^(^ [@ref17] ^)^.

Our challenge was to investigate, based on the available literature, whether increased doses of R-TFA increase the risk of CVD. In the present meta-analysis, we included thirteen randomised clinical trials yielding twenty-three independent experimental groups. Both univariate and multivariate regression analyses were used, and we found no relationship between R-TFA intake levels and changes in the ratios of TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C. To maximise the amount of data, we deliberately considered from the carefully selected trials specific arms of subjects who were eligible, with each group of volunteers acting as his/her own control. We then studied the difference in the parameters of interest, before and after the intervention period. However, we did not have the details on the previous diet, which may have influenced blood lipid levels at baseline. To limit possible bias, we confirmed homogeneity between groups at the beginning of the intervention period for both outcomes (TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C). We also cannot exclude residual effects such as enrolling a subject in a trial, which may explain the positive, though not significant, intercept with the *y*-axis that we observed.

Our findings strongly suggest that at current levels of intake, R-TFA have no adverse effects on either of the well-recognised CVD risk markers TC:HDL-C or LDL-C:HDL-C ratio. Within the large range of R-TFA doses (0·12--4·19 % EI), we did not have graphical evidence that a threshold exists.

To consider potential confounders is of utmost importance. As a result, we used PLS multivariate regression to explore which confounding factors might influence the changes in the ratios of TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C. The PLS multivariate regression analysis confirmed that the dose of R-TFA did not induce significant changes in any of the cholesterol indicators (TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C). In line with the literature^(^ [@ref39] ^,^ [@ref40] ^)^, our findings also suggested that dietary CARB intake might increase the TC:HDL-C ratio, while PUFA intake might decrease it. However, the selection criteria of the articles were focused on R-TFA intakes rather than CARB or PUFA intakes, and the relevance and interpretation of such additional results are of limited value. Furthermore, recent literature strongly suggests that various PUFA may have different effects on cardiovascular outcomes^(^ [@ref41] ^)^. Thus, it would be of great interest to consider *n*-3 and *n*-6 PUFA as separate variables. The literature also indicates that the effects of CARB intakes on CVD risk may vary depending on the quality of CARB^(^ [@ref42] ^)^. Unfortunately, detailed data were not available and the present results on the potential influence of all PUFA as well as all CARB might suffer from a lack of nutritional relevance. It could have been interesting to also include dietary cholesterol intake as a confounding factor, but we had 40 % missing data for this variable and the strength of the present meta-analysis would have severely suffered.

While elevated plasma LDL-C concentrations are a potent risk factor for CVD, several other metabolic factors contribute to the aetiology of CVD. Elevated postprandial lipaemia, chronic inflammation, lipoprotein oxidation, impaired fibrinolytic activity, insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction as well as increased blood pressure are very likely to contribute to the risk of CVD. Thus, data relating R-TFA to the risk of CVD based solely on variations in blood cholesterol markers need to be interpreted with caution. To date, the effects of R-TFA intake on those new metabolic markers have not been sufficiently investigated and are not well established. It will be of great interest in the future to perform further meta-analyses assessing the impact of specific R-TFA on a cluster of other cardiometabolic risk factors.

Some other limitations of the present meta-analysis should be considered. First, previous work has shown that R-TFA intake may affect men and women differently^(^ [@ref3] ^,^ [@ref13] ^)^, but owing to a lack of available data we were unable in the end to include this variable in our final model. Second, some change-from-baseline standard deviation data were missing and then imputed by using the coefficient correlation method referenced in the Cochrane Handbook. Although previous literature reported that standard deviation imputation did not alter the conclusion of the meta-analysis^(^ [@ref43] ^,^ [@ref44] ^)^, these calculated values may induce a bias. Third, we assessed the effect of total R-18 : 1*t* that represents approximately 80 % of the total R-TFA. Other R-TFA isomers may contribute to the overall impact of R-TFA intake on metabolism. However, besides R-*trans*-18 : 1 fatty acids, a well-recognised R-TFA isomer is palmitoleic acid (16 : 1*t n*-7), whose plasma levels have been recently associated with an improved metabolic profile^(^ [@ref45] ^)^. Finally, most studies included in the present review had short-term follow-ups, from which we cannot draw a conclusion on the cumulative effect of R-TFA intake. In this regard, cohort studies can be helpful, and a recent meta-analysis of prospective studies has shown that R-TFA intake was not related to the risk of CHD^(^ [@ref14] ^)^.

As we chose to focus on the effect of TFA from ruminant sources, our method did not allow comparison with IP-TFA intake. However, the literature on effects of IP-TFA on health has been consistent, and several studies have suggested that higher doses of IP-TFA are associated with increased risk of CVD^(^ [@ref46] ^,^ [@ref47] ^)^. Some other studies have demonstrated that IP-TFA might be pro-inflammatory and a higher intake of IP-TFA is associated with higher levels of circulating biomarkers of systemic inflammation^(^ [@ref48] ^,^ [@ref49] ^)^.

Conclusion {#sec3-1}
----------

In summary, while adverse cardiometabolic effects of IP-TFA are well established, data from the present meta-regression analysis of existing randomised controlled trials indicate that R-TFA intake levels do not substantially influence the changes in the ratios of TC:HDL-C and LDL-C:HDL-C in healthy adults. We included observations related to TFA from natural sources only, where doses of R-TFA were clearly documented. The present meta-analysis provides new data with respect to R-TFA intake levels, and has shed light on this specific question that remained unclear. Although more intervention trials are warranted to draw a definitive conclusion, the present meta-analysis strongly suggests that R-TFA at current levels of intake have no harmful effects on two well-recognised CVD risk markers. With respect to the conflicting debate on the topic of TFA intake and CVD risk, our findings support the belief that discrimination between TFA from the two sources (IP-TFA *v*. R-TFA) may be considered for further dietary guidelines.
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[^1]: \% EI, percentage of energy intake; CLA, conjugated linoleic acid; NA, not available; R-TFA, ruminant *trans-*fatty acid; L0, experimental dairy fat containing 2·9 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids; L4, experimental dairy fat containing 4·1 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids; L9, experimental dairy fat containing 12·2 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids.

[^2]: Experimental group, as named in the original articles.

[^3]: Data were imputed based on values from pre-intervention diets.

[^4]: TC, total cholesterol; LDL-C, LDL-cholesterol; HDL-C, HDL-cholesterol; CLA, conjugated linoleic acid; TFA, *trans*-fatty acid; R-TFA, ruminant *trans*-fatty acid; L0, experimental dairy fat containing 2·9 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids; L4, experimental dairy fat containing 4·1 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids; L9, experimental dairy fat containing 12·2 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids.

[^5]: Experimental group, as named in the original articles.

[^6]: Mean values for male and female data, as available in the original articles.

[^7]: \% EI, percentage of energy intake; CLA, conjugated linoleic acid; R-TFA, ruminant *trans-*fatty acid; L0, experimental dairy fat containing 2·9 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids; L4, experimental dairy fat containing 4·1 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids; L9, experimental dairy fat containing 12·2 g R-TFA for 100 g fatty acids.

[^8]: Experimental group, as named in the original articles.
